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My Blue Collar Town- MADE IN USA
The United States of my youth was a much different country than it is today. I grew up
when America was in her prime. The nation had become the most successful engine
for prosperity the world had ever known. Before “globalization” and “Free Trade,” just
about everything Americans owned was manufactured, mined, logged, invented,
grown, harvested, and produced right here at home.

Before my university years, I lived in typical, rural America. In my blue collar town, I
cannot remember ever seeing a man without some kind of job. Families were larger
then; but most households needed only one income to pay the bills. My father worked
long hours to expand his business every year. Mother was home teaching us children
how to work.
Mom was frugal and we were her work crew. If she could sew it, can it, compost it,
mend it, save it, or grow it, she would. Besides keeping up with our daily chores, my
brothers and I did all kinds of odd jobs around town from the time we could walk to
school. (I earned 50¢/hr. for ‘spending money’ and college savings.)

In those days, scholarships were for scholarship and competition was fierce. Our local
businesses and civic groups sponsored college scholarships for home-town highachievers [state tuition was less than $300 per year]. My brothers and I really ‘burned the
midnight oil’ to prepare for tests and to maintain high grade point averages. Students
who graduated 1st, 2nd, or 3rd in class were awarded their monetary prizes at
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graduation ceremonies attended by the entire community. Back then, a university
degree was an instant ticket to a promising career. It was automatic.

Thrift, Savings, Sound Money
When I was a girl, hardly anyone used credit cards. Most Americans paid for things
with checks or cash. Coins were real silver: a night at the movies was 25¢; a gallon of
gas was less (and a man would pump the gas, check the tires and oil, and wash the
windows); a visit to the town doctor was about $3.50 (for a check-up or a shot). Back
then, local ‘Mom and Pop’ businesses lined the main street (grocery store, drug store,
variety store, feed store, and hardware store). All of the merchandise sold in our small
town had been produced by home-grown manufacturers.
Everything we used at home was American-made: radios, televisions, bicycles, record players,
tape recorders, musical instruments, typewriters, sports equipment, and games. Our school
clothes, fancy dresses, suits, work clothes, Mom’s fur coat, the horse’s saddle, and everybody’s
hats and shoes were manufactured in the good old U.S.A.
Dad’s trucks, tools, heavy machinery, cars, tractors, tires, heavy equipment, shop buildings
(made of aluminum, concrete, steel, brick, and lumber), the house appliances, fencing,
plumbing fixtures, light fixtures, copper wiring, windows, curtains, bedding, flooring, indoor
and outdoor furniture, kitchenware, rugs, and lawnmowers were MADE IN USA.

In those days, America had a reputation
for fair-dealing, a can-do spirit, and
Yankee ingenuity. Not only were we the
greatest creditor-nation, the United States
was the land of the free. We were so proud
of our heritage and of the brilliant heroes
who had sacrificed for the cause of liberty:
the nation’s Founding Fathers, George
Washington, and Abraham Lincoln.
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But most of my youth, I lived with one nagging fear:
Sea-level was about to drop! Prominent scientists
were predicting a coming ice age. In Newsweek, it
showed the drastic drop in the world’s temperature
[http://www.denisdutton.com/newsweek_coolingworld.pdf].
At school, my Weekly Reader pictured frozen oceans
and the island of Manhattan completely covered with
icecaps. Special reports on C.B.S. said the ice could
overwhelm the entire planet! I imagined the worst
whenever I heard Walter Cronkite’s dire warnings
about the coming global chill. (Later, I read the CIA’s
“Report from Iron Mountain;” and it all made sense.]
Fifty years ago, the U.S. was transformed into a growth-engine for debt.
We are now the greatest debtor-nation. Why? Money changed.
In the 1920s, Lord John Maynard Keynes introduced a new economic model to the
world. Keynes believed the “gold standard” was a barbaric relic of the past. His new
economic system would allow governments to gradually cut previous ties between
their national currencies and their gold reserves. Before World War II, the British
economist’s ideas infected academia. After the war, indebted and war-torn nations
(with meager gold reserves) were eager to adopt his theories.
Although the U.S. Treasury held title to about 4/5ths of the official world gold reserves
[20,000 tons after WWII], Ivy League economists insisted we needed an elastic
money supply. By controlling the supply of money (raising/ lowering interest rate
charged to banks), the Federal Reserve would be able to level out the peaks and valleys
(booms and busts) of the business cycle. The idea was that by creating money out of
thin air, business spending and consumer spending could be artificially stimulated. A
little bit of inflation would solve everything.
In 1971, President Nixon ended the gold-backed dollar (creditors
could no longer convert dollars to gold). Without gold’s discipline,
the Federal Reserve was free to create credit without restraint.
Politicians were delighted with the prospect of spending with an
unlimited ‘credit card.’ Since then, our elastic money supply has
enabled non-stop war and an exponential rise in debt. America is
now reaping the consequences of this economic folly.
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Economic Laws Never Change.
Throughout history, bloated governments have always resorted to the printing-press
to pay their bills. But in every case, all attempts to circumvent financial laws end in
disaster. In the long-term, the laws of money prevail:
“Every other attempt of the same kind in human history… show the existence of
financial laws as real in their operation as those which hold the planets in their
courses.” [Andrew Dickson White, 1896.*]

FINANCIAL LAWS
Gleaned from “Economics in One Lesson” by long-time New York Times economics
editor Henry Hazlitt and “The Road to Serfdom” by Nobel Prize winner F. A. Hayek.
LAW: Government cannot grow an economy. The only thing government can grow is more
government. Government can encourage business and encourage hiring by lowering taxes
and reducing regulations.
LAW: Excessive money printing by a central bank (to cure recession) creates the boom of the
business cycle. When the money spigot is turned off, a recession (bust) cannot be avoided.
Stops and starts become more violent, more frequent, and more destructive.
LAW: The more an economy is artificially stimulated by credit expansion, the longer it takes
to recover. Money-printing prolongs depressions. The more government is allowed to take
over and run an economy, the deeper the depression gets and the longer it lasts.
LAW: Artificially low interest rates create distortions in wages, costs, and prices. Rates below
the natural market are made possible by inflating the money supply. Cheap money
discourages thrift and the accumulation of capital for investment. Easy money encourages
speculation, slows down production, and brings about violent business oscillations.
LAW: In the near-term, cheap money benefits favored groups [state contractors, stock
brokers] and leads to the over-expansion of some industries at the expense of others.
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LAW: If government projects are paid for by deficit spending instead of direct taxation
[collected taxes], the nation only seems to have gotten something for nothing. Deficits are
paid by the money printing tax.
LAW: Government can give no financial help to business that it does not first take from
business. Government loans or subsidies to business are a tax on successful private
businesses in order to support unsuccessful private business. In the end, government loans
waste capital and reduce production.
LAW: Government loans are harmful. Government makes loans to people who would not get
them from private lenders, encouraging people to buy what they cannot afford. That raises
everyone’s costs. Government loans mislead recipient industries to over-expand and produce
over-supplies. Tax-payers must defray all losses.
LAW: For every public job created, one private job is destroyed. For every dollar the state
spends on public works, taxpayers have one less dollar to meet their own expenses.
LAW: Frederic Bastiat’s “broken window fallacy” explains why war diminishes a nation’s
wealth. War requires immediate funding. Capital is used to provide war materiel instead of
being used to invest in productive enterprises. Funds used for war are funds that could have
remained in the economy to raise the standard of living of the society.

The real cause of most depressions is the combination of government debt, high
taxation, and money-printing. The larger the percentage of the national income
taken by taxes, the greater the deterrent to private production and employment.
Higher taxes mean more business failures.

ECONOMICS 101:
 Government does not produce anything. All government expenditures are paid
by taxation – whether by direct taxation or by indirect taxation.
 Anything taxed is discouraged and therefore decreases. The more you tax it, the
less you get.
 Business regulations are an indirect tax.
 When businesses are over-regulated and over-taxed, production is discouraged
and unemployment worsens.
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 As unemployment rises in the private sector, a nation drowning in debt uses the
printing-press to pay for rising welfare rolls, public works, and bail-outs (toobig-to-fail banks and corporations).
 Money-printing is a form of indirect taxation. When government uses printingpress-money to pay its bills, higher prices for goods and services are the result.
 Higher costs hurt companies’ bottom lines and cause businesses to fail.
 The cycle of more debt and more money printing is repeated: QE1, QE2, QE3.
The same principles that work for a home bring prosperity to a nation:
“What is prudence in the conduct of every private family can scarce be
folly in that of a great kingdom.” [Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations,
Book IV, Chapter II, pp. 456-7, 1776; condensed by Eamonn Butler, Adam
Smith Institute.]

Nations and individuals can ignore financial laws in the short-term. A
householder can spend more than he takes in for years. If his credit is good, he
can go right on spending until he becomes accustomed to working most of the
year just to pay the interest on his debt. However, an individual begins to sink
when his debt reaches a critical point. Then he must pile on evermore debt,
faster and faster — just to keep going and maintain a public façade. The big
spender appears to be prosperous until the day his creditors raise his rates so
high, that he is forced into bankruptcy.

END NOTES
* Andrew Dickson White, “Fiat Money Inflation in France,” p. 63, 1896. Read about the
French assignat (and the dollar’s future) at Mises.org: “Fiat Money Inflation in France.”

Greek: oikonomia=economy; oikos=household/property; nomos=law.
ECONOMY [law of the household]: “The judicious government of the pecuniary

concerns of a household — thrifty, saving, incurring no waste.” [Webster’s New
Twentieth Century Dictionary, George W. Ogilvie, USA, 1904.]

Suggested reading:
The Law by Frederic Bastiat, The Foundation for Economic
Education, Irvington-on-Hudson, New York, [the pamphlet by
this French statesman and economist was first published in 1850].
“Inflation in One Page” by Henry Hazlitt, The Freeman, Vol. 28,
Issue 5, May 1978, the Foundation for Economic Education.
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Liberty vs. “Homeland Security”
According to President James Madison (Father of the U.S. Constitution), when
citizens are terrified, they will sacrifice liberty for security every time. People have
always lost their freedom at home because of real or pretended foreign danger:
“Perhaps it is a universal truth that the loss of liberty at home is to be charged
against provisions against danger, real or pretended from abroad.” [James
Madison, letter to Thomas Jefferson, May 13, 1798, Letters and Other Writings of James
Madison (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1865), Vol. II, p. 141.]

Throughout history, tyrants have used an emergency rationale to justify power grabs.
James Madison said despots have always manipulated their citizenries by creating
national emergencies. The self-inflicted acts of terror convince people it is necessary to
hand leaders ‘war powers’ to remove the threats to their security:
“Crisis is the rallying cry of the tyrant. Tyrants
use real or pretended crises to seize more power…
The means of defence against foreign danger have
been always the instruments of tyranny at
home. Among the Romans it was a standing
maxim to excite a war, whenever a revolt was
apprehended. Throughout all Europe, the armies
kept up under the pretext of defending, have
enslaved the people.” [James Madison speech, June 29,
1787, Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, by Max
Farrand, Yale Univ. Press, New Haven, 1911, Vol. I, p. 465.]

Lenin hired violent thugs to create an atmosphere of anarchy. Hitler and Nero
arranged for their own capitals to be set ablaze [German Reichstag, city of Rome]. In these
historical examples of self-inflicted terrorism, citizens handed over their freedoms to
the very ones responsible for creating the problems. People rallied behind the tyrants
against the demonized groups they blamed. The formula is simple:
CREATE PROBLEM: lawlessness, economic collapse, or a phony attack.
(False flag is a CIA term for self-inflicted terror blamed on another group.)
TARGET SCAPEGOAT: Use propaganda to teach citizens to fear certain groups of
people. Use media to inflame public emotion against the scapegoat.
PROVIDE SOLUTION: Executive Orders, War, Martial Law (rights suspended).
MARTIAL LAW. The rights of Americans are not alienable. Under NO circumstances is a lien
on unalienable rights ever justified. The Bill of Rights says the government may never cross
that line. Infringement on our rights is un-Constitutional.
Has our government ever suspended the rights of American citizens? YES.
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The rights to life, liberty, and private property of tens of thousands of tax-paying
Americans were suspended from 1942 to 1946. President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
Executive Order 9066 [Feb. 19, 1942] targeted persons of “enemy nationalities”
(including citizens). Executive Order 9095 gave authority over all their property.
American citizens were “detained” (four to five years) in prisons President
Roosevelt called “CONCENTRATION CAMPS” – “to protect against domestic
espionage and sabotage.” American families were denied due process and legal
protections guaranteed by the Constitution. Thirty years later, it was officially
concluded there was never one documented incident of espionage or sabotage
by one of those who had been incarcerated.

The U.S. military imprisoned citizens and legal residents of “enemy ancestries”
[Japanese, Germans, Italians, German and Japanese Latin Americans, and other Europeans].

More than 2/3rds of the more than 130,000 Japanese arrested were citizens; the rest
were legal resident aliens. Half of those were children, infants, and young people
under voting age. Of the 11,000 Germans who were detained, more than 10,000 were
imprisoned (including citizens and individuals born in America). Of the 3,200 Italian
resident-aliens arrested/ detained more than 10% were imprisoned. Many citizens
who had not been arrested joined their families in the prisons.
The government’s betrayal caused permanent damage in many ways: Families were
separated; a number of persons died from lack of medical care; some died from
extreme anguish; prisoners were shot by sentries for various infractions; and others
committed suicide because of their shame. The mental and physical trauma caused by
painful years of captivity continues to affect thousands of Americans to this day. It has
been documented the average prisoner’s lifespan was shortened. Today, the general
population of former prisoners continues to experience a much higher incidence of
cardiovascular illness and other diseases.
People incurred overwhelming financial loss. They lost their livelihoods and
irreplaceable personal property and other property. After they were arrested, many
had to sell their businesses, homes, and property in just a few days.
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PICTURES of FASCISM
Prisoners being loaded into these box-cars [below left] are not on their way to
Auschwitz, Buchenwald, or Dachau. Scores of thousands of hard-working American
citizens were loaded onto box-cars headed for concentration camps.

All of the prisoners were forced to live in extreme privation under Martial Law without
adequate nutrition, warmth, or healthcare. Their tar-papered huts had no plumbing or
cooking facilities. The last camp was closed in 1946. [Above right: Prison for Americans
with barbed wire and armed guards in British Columbia, Canada.]

Would Americans clamor for unconstitutional laws if they believed they
were threatened? YES. Thirteen days after Sept. 11th, 2001, Congress passed
legislation that violates the protections itemized in the Bill of Rights:
Under the Patriot Act, Americans may now be jailed indefinitely without charge, and
denied legal representation, witnesses, and speedy public trials. Under this legislation,
freedom of speech and association may be limited. The Patriot Act authorizes NSA
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surveillance; airport TSA pat-downs/ full-body scans; CIA Targeted-Assassination of
citizens; search and seizure of all forms of communication:
ALL RECORDS from ANY American may be seized without a warrant, without
probable cause, without a charge, without judicial oversight (medical records,
purchases, credit cards, driver’s license, hotels, bank, travel, car rental, apartment
leasing, school transcripts, rentals, telephone). FISA [Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act]: Authorizes seizure of your internet logs, service provider info,
library records, and ALL other papers; Monitors and STORES financial and Internet
data; Legalizes wiretaps; Authorizes "Sneak and Peak" (secret bugging, secret searches
of Americans' residences or businesses when the owners or occupants are away).
“The dark side to gathering such a broad, seemingly un-targeted, amount of
information is obvious. It is the height of naiveté to think that once collected
this information won’t be used.” [Matthew Schofield, June 26, 2013, McClatchyDC.com]
The NDAA [National Defense Authorization Act]: Authorizes domestic deployment of
the military as law-enforcement and military arrest of citizens. Americans may be
held indefinitely without probable cause, charges, evidence, or legal counsel. Since
September 11th, 2001, we have seen tanks and mercenary soldiers [Blackwater Xe] in
neighborhoods [MA, CA, NY, FLA, LA]; ID checkpoints on our highways, NATO jets
patrolling U.S. air-space. Most alarming: Subsidiaries of Halliburton have built 100s
of detention camps for FEMA [Federal Emergency Management Agency].
For more than 200 years, local police were the
hallmark of our American system of justice.
Today, we have a federalized police force. Local
law enforcement authorities have been coopted by Homeland Security [DHS] authorities,
with highly-trained combat troops drilling for
urban warfare. (The DHS is armed with 30,000
domestic spy and armed drones.)
Today, the Department of Homeland Security
lists 72 categories of Americans as “Potential
Terrorists.” (Political criticism is now considered
“Low-Level Terrorism” and is tracked by
General Dynamics.) Is the Department of
Homeland Security preparing for the “detention”
of specific groups of people in the next big war?
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Do You Recognize Fascism When You See It?
The ancient Roman term “Fascism” has traditionally referred to a form of government
and a specific economic theory. This form of Collectivism is called “The Third Way”
because it is neither communism nor laissez faire capitalism. Although people find
NAZI racism repugnant, most favor the economics of Fascism without realizing it.

ECONOMICS OF FASCISM
• State control of boom/bust cycles with credit-expansion by the central bank
• Government – corporate partnerships [public – private]
• Public works projects to achieve full-employment
• Private sector bail-outs of banks and corporations
• Government build-up of key sectors for military expansion
• State – school cooperation to satisfy workforce goals
• Sweeping, government-imposed energy policy
• Government subsidies of key industries [such as automobiles, farming]
• Government take-over of investments and retirements
(citizens are forced to buy government bonds).
The Fascist economic model allows private businesses and private property; but
through regulations, the state decides how the property is used. Rather than outright
confiscation, government controls assets for the ‘good of the community’ by indirect
taxation [regulations, cronyism, money-printing], direct taxation, and by top-down
control over the means of production — who, what, when, where, and how.
Fascists want total control of the economy so wealth can be redistributed to the ‘little
people.’ Italy’s Benito Mussolini [“Il Duce,” 1922-1943] believed government alone can
properly determine how much money should be spent for the general welfare of
society. According to Mussolini’s philosophy, the state should manage all economic
activities ‘for the greater good of the greater number.’**
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Under Fascism, the interests of the individual are subordinate to the interests of the
collective [the community]:
“If classical Liberalism spells Individualism, Fascism spells government…
Against Individualism, the Fascist… is for the State… opposed to Classical
Liberalism… Liberalism denied the State in the interests of the particular
individual…For the Fascist… nothing human or spiritual exists, much less has
value outside the State. In this sense Fascism is totalitarian….” [Benito
Mussolini, “Fascism Doctrine and Institutions,” Enciclopedia Italiana, 1932.*]

THE FASCIS

The “fascis” is a bundle of wooden rods bound together with or without an axe. On
verbal command, ancient Roman bodyguards [lictors] used the lethal weapons to
subdue opposition. Then and now, the fascis signifies the perennial power and
authority of Rome. The fascis symbolizes unopposed, absolute rule:
“The Fascist State… wants to… enter into the spirits of men and there govern
unopposed. Its sign, therefore, is the Lictors’ rods….” [Benito Mussolini. *]

Fascists use state authority to resolve inequalities in society. The government transfers
wealth from individual savers, private property owners, entrepreneurs, and productive
members of society to eliminate inequality. Property is forcibly redistributed for the
common good. The rights of the individual are transferred to the community – to
achieve social justice, social prosperity, and social equality.
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COLLECTIVISM • ECONOMIC EQUALITY
In the Fascist State, central planners force the fortunate members of society to serve
the collective. The anti-social, selfish, and greedy must “pay their fair share”
and “give back” to the community:

“The citizen in the Fascist State is no longer a selfish individual who has the
anti-social right of rebelling against any law of the Collectivity.” [Benito
Mussolini, My Autobiography, p. 280, Scribner’s, New York, 1928.]

NAZI is short for “National Socialism” [National Sozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter
Partei]. Adolf Hitler’s political party grew out of the National Socialist Labor
Party and the German Workers’ Party.*** The campaign posters below were for
National Socialism candidates. On the left it reads: “We women are voting National
Socialism.” On the right, a ‘worker’ is chained to a swastika in Hitler’s “Reich des
hakenkruezes.” Translation: “The worker in a kingdom of hooked crosses! Therefore
Choose List 1 — Social Democracy!”

“Either the world will be ruled according to the ideas of our modern Democracy, or
the world will be dominated according to the natural law of force….” [Adolf
Hitler, Mein Kampf, 1925; (George Seldes, Great Thoughts, ‘H,’ Oct., 1984, Vermont).]
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THE COLLECTIVE WILL [volonté générale]
National Socialism claimed to represent “the organized
will of the nation” [National-Sozialismus der Organisierte
Wille der Nation]. The NAZI party promised a completely
classless society. The guiding principle of the party was
‘The good of the many is more important than the good
of the individual.’ The party promised that their “people’s
community” [volksgemeinschaft] would become a modernday Sparta through training and self-sacrifice.
Hitler believed social equality would be achieved by state control of private wealth and
industry. By combining social democracy with nationalism, the Führer skillfully used
propaganda to collectivize Germany: “Public interest goes before individual interest”
[Gemeinnutz geht vor Eigennutz] was National Socialism’s most effective slogan.
COLLABORATION • COMMUNITY SERVICE • UNIFORMITY
Individualism was stripped away, and replaced with ‘group think.’ Young people were
‘socialized’ via the Reich’s nationalized school curriculum, the national Reich Church
[Reichskirche], mandatory community service and membership in Hitler Youth
[Hitlerjugend]. Students were indoctrinated during group activities. At an early age,
children were taught it was their civic duty to sacrifice personal liberty and individual
property rights for the ‘homeland security’ of the Fatherland.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: “…the concept of the State must be striven for by
the school [Staatsbürgerkunde] as early as the beginning of understanding… within
the framework: The good of the state before the good of the individual.” [“NAZI Party
Platform,” Feb. 24, 1920, Wikipedia.]
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SOCIALIZATION: In one generation, German society was transformed from
Individualism to Collectivism. Hitler asked, “Why need we trouble to socialize banks
and factories? We socialize human beings.” ****
Hitler
• Nationalized healthcare
• Nationalized school curriculum
• Imposed an IBM national I.D. system
• Imposed the National Reich Church [Reichskirche].
Hitler and Mussolini were called ‘Progressives’ by U.S. media. Mussolini graced the
cover of “Time” magazine on July 20, 1936. “Time” named Hitler their “Man of 1938.”

STATE CAPITALISM. Italy’s state-driven economic model was similar to Germany’s
state-controlled economy [Zwangswirtschaft]. Both governments were giant
bureaucracies that regulated everything (planning boards dictated production
requirements). All economic activities required government permission. Both
command economies ended in debased currencies and paralyzed production.
PUBLIC/ PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS. The governments formed partnerships with private
businesses. In this system of crony-capitalism, chosen enterprises received subsidies, tax
breaks, and tariff protection, and were exempt from many regulations. The Fascist
confederations were state-dependent [Banking, Agriculture, Commerce, etc].
PUBLIC WORKS. Both governments used massive public works projects to eliminate high
unemployment and create the illusion of prosperity. The largest program was the military
(arms, materiel, and men conscripted for military service and non-military work).
BAIL-OUTS. The governments took over the banks [1939]. Tax-payers were forced to bail out
banks and big corporations [most failing big businesses were government-contractors].
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MONEY-PRINTING/ INCREASED TAXATION. The states paid for their war machines,
public works programs, and corporate bailouts with printing-press-money and confiscatory
taxes on businesses. (The requirement to back bank notes with foreign currency and gold was
removed; the currencies were backed only by ‘treasury notes.’)
WAGE/ PRICE CONTROLS. To prepare for war, tremendous money-printing caused skyrocketing prices. Then the governments imposed wage and price controls to stabilize
economies, which then caused food shortages.
CAPITAL CONTROLS. Mussolini and Hitler banned gold purchases by private citizens. The
governments took total control of investments [including pensions/ retirement funds], and
the lion’s share of credit was controlled by the state. To finance out-of-control spending,
citizens were forced to buy government bonds.
STARVATION. Paper money backed only by treasury notes lost all purchasing power [the
currency no longer functioned as money; people resorted to barter]. Men, women, and
children starved because of their worthless currency.

THE ‘ECONOMIC MIRACLE’
The Third Reich was an economic basket-case. But only twenty years after Hitler,
West Germany became the world’s third largest manufacturing economy. How in the
world did that war-torn country pull itself out of the rubble? Many believe the
Marshall Plan brought West Germany out of economic collapse. However, they are
mistaken. Although East Germany received massive aid, that country remained
desperately poor under socialism.
The West German economy flourished because of an economics professor named
Ludwig Erhard. Professor Erhard became Minister of Economic Affairs for the
American-British occupation zones in 1948. Erhard understood that maximum
productivity would result from maximum economic freedom. So he reversed the
official policies of the Allied Authorities:
• He reduced the money supply by more than 90%;
• Cut taxes drastically;
• Abolished food/ fuel rationing;
• Abolished wage/ price controls;
• And he got rid of all manner of business regulations [Erhard – von Mises Institute].
The West German economy was transformed almost overnight. After Professor
Erhard restored the Deutsche mark, the barter system and black markets disappeared.
The revival of the nation’s market place was called “wirtschaftswunder” — the
economic miracle.
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END NOTES
* Benito Mussolini, “Fascism Doctrine and Institutions,” (Enciclopedia Italiana,
1932), The Social and Political Doctrines of Contemporary Europe, pp. 164-8,
Cambridge University Press, 1939; [via Michael Oakeshott, CaptainJamesDavis.net].
** Although the United States was founded on the principle of unalienable, individual
rights, the majority of Americans have become ‘socialized.’ Today, most academics
believe societal problems can be resolved by a strong central government that controls
and redistributes private wealth for the greater good.
*** Professor Rudolf Jung, The National Socialism: its Foundations, its History and its
Objectives [Der Nationale Sozialismus: seine Grundlagen, sein Werdegang u. seine
Ziele], München, German People, Dr. E. Bopple, 1922.
**** Foundation for Economic Education, F. A. Harper, Roots of Economic
Understanding, 01-Nov.-1955 – FEE.org/ the Freeman (Hermann Rauschning, The
Voice of Destruction, pp. 192-195, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York, 1940).

No wonder people do not recognize fascism when they see it – the definition was
changed! The following is the age-old definition I learned in school (notice the date –
Hitler and Mussolini did not invent Fascism):
FASCISM [1904] “The retention of private ownership of the means of
production under centralized government control.” [Webster’s New Twentieth
Century Dictionary, unabridged, George W. Ogilvie, USA, 1904.]

FASCISM [2012] “An authoritarian and nationalistic right-wing system of
government and social organization. Extreme right-wing, authoritarian, or
intolerant views or practice.” [Wikipedia, 2012.]
SYMBOLS of FASCISM
The swastika [“hooked cross,” hakenkrueze] and the Maltese cross [Malteserkreuz]
were the powerful symbols of Adolf Hitler’s occult Eugenics doctrine.
From remotest times, these
religious tokens have been
used in connection with the
worship of the sun. Greeks
and the Romans borrowed
the Magian system from
ancient Babylon and Assyria.
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The Real Face of the European
Union & North American Union.

Why did the British people vote in favor of BREXIT? There has been a drastic withdrawal
of public support for the immigration and economic policies of the European Union
[EU]. The majority want to exit the EU because England has been economically
devastated by EU mandates that have redistributed wealth to less productive members.
Although most British people want to regain national independence, it may be too late for
them to throw off international governance; the BREXIT is being delayed.
SUPRA-NATIONAL GOVERNMENT IS UN-DEMOCRATIC.
Europeans are discovering that EU leaders (in Brussels) are not responsible to voters.
Regional government means rule by the unelected. Europeans now have no voice when
EU bureaucrats impose “integration” of cultural policies: health, social security,
environment, social/worker policy; local regulations; caps on residential electricity
(energy rationing); rules and regulations for telecommunications, radio, television, and
the internet; and, especially immigration policy!
In the 1950s, treaties were sold to the public as agreements to facilitate trade among
European nations. By a series of increasingly totalitarian treaties, sovereignty was
incrementally transferred to the EU. Today, 80% of the laws being imposed on Great
Britain are created in The Hague [the EU seat of government]. Now that the British
Parliament is mostly a figure-head government, the British are losing time-honored legal
traditions: trial by jury, double jeopardy, and innocent until proven guilty. European
Union “Civil Law” violates the rights formerly guaranteed by British “Common Law.”
THE EU BLUEPRINT
Canada, Mexico, and the United States are now following the European blueprint for
regional government. The three countries are incrementally losing national sovereignty
in exactly the same way European countries lost national sovereignty. Globalists want the
economies of the three nations to be completely “integrated” by United Nations “Free
Trade” treaties [WTO, NAFTA, CAFTA, SPP, etc.].
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Without Congressional participation, the “Security and Prosperity Partnership” [SPP]
was signed in 2005 by President Bush [U.S.], Prime Minister Martin [Canada], and President
Fox [Mexico]. The agreement greatly expanded NAFTA, and created the NACC [North
American Competitiveness Council] – composed of thirty corporate representatives [GE,
Ford, GM, Walmart, Lockheed Martin, Merck, Chevron, etc.].

In the name of fighting “terrorism” and “climate change,” the United States, Canada,
and Mexico have signed on for the following SPP policy goals:

















Regional law enforcement with outer security perimeter
A tri-national Homeland Security Force
Training programs for Mexican army. Joint training for law enforcement officials
An expansion of NORAD with tri-national ballistics development
Biometric identification and international tracking
Biometric watch list systems to identify “dangerous people”
Increased information and intelligence sharing at local and national levels
Law enforcement and military organization through exchange liaison teams
New sophisticated systems for tracking and storing intelligence
Inter-operability between law enforcement and militaries of the three countries
Increased labor mobility; Unlimited access to each other’s territory
A fully integrated North American Economic Space in which people flow freely
A KYOTA-like “Clean Development Mechanism”
A three-nation customs union
A massive, continental superhighway system from Central America to Alaska
A permanent tribunal for dispute-resolution similar to the WTO’s World Court

The SPP “decree” usurps U.S. sovereignty by integrating the three countries into a single
political and economic security bloc. SPP is the precursor to supra-national rule by the
U.N.’s North American Union [like the European Union, African Union, Eurasian Union,
Union of South African States, Asia Pacific Union, Union of Arab States, Union of South
American Nations, etc.]. By stealth, the global elite are now bringing about the full
economic and political “inter-dependence” of North America. Under regional “Civil Law,”
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Canadians and Americans would lose “Common Law” legal traditions (Americans would
lose unalienable rights protected by the Constitution).
London’s “Royal Institute for International Affairs” [RIIA] was instrumental in
establishing the European Union. The RIIA is the British counterpart to the Council on
Foreign Relations [CFR] in New York, the Mexican Council on Foreign Relations
[MCFR] in Mexico City, and the Canadian Institute of International Affairs [CIIA] in
Toronto. Behind the scenes, the CFR [America], MCFR [Mexico], and CIIA [Canada]
have been laying the groundwork for the North American Union.
In 2005, the Council on Foreign Relations published “Building a

North American Community.” The union of Canada, the United
States, and Mexico would mean:






A borderless North America
Dissolution of national sovereignty
Energy rationing
Corporations in control of regional government
Creation of a militarized North America.

NORTH AMERICAN UNION = INTERNATIONAL HOMELAND SECURITY
To avoid public opposition, the North American Union is ‘off the radar.’ However,
North American defense systems are now being integrated:
NATIBO [North American Technology and Industrial Base
Organization]: The program coordinates technology, infra-structure
protection, and industrial base programs (military and
commercial) between the United States Department of Defense
and Defence Nationalé Canada.

Integrating technology, military, agency data: JIBWG [Joint Industrial Base
Working Group]; DISDI [Defense Installation Spatial Data Infrastructure]
RAND Corporation; DIBSSP [Defense Industrial Base Sector Specific Plan]
defense industrial base, commercial industrial base, technology base; GIS [Geospatial Information System]
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In 2009, the U.S. Congress reauthorized the Defense Production Act [DPA]. Under
new provisions of the DPA, the “Department of Homeland Security” now serves to
establish a fully integrated and militarized North American Union.
To accommodate this new “International Order” [“U.S. National Security Strategy,” May,
2010], Congress signed off on a new definition of “U.S. National Defense.” The term “U.S.
NATIONAL DEFENSE” is no longer strictly defined as “the defense of the United States.”
According to the re-defined term in the DPA:
“U.S. NATIONAL DEFENSE” now includes “foreign military
infrastructure; foreign energy production; international
partnerships; and the homeland security of any foreign nation.”
[DPA, Sec. 9, Plans of Action for National Defense, p. 14; section 801 j.]

Excerpts from the revised 2009 Defense Production Act [DPA]:
‘‘This order delegates authorities for all resources and services to support national
defense programs as defined in this order.” ‘‘National defense’’ includes domestic and
foreign military infrastructure… stockpiles, space, military production/ construction, energy
production, energy construction, military use of civil transportation...” (EO 13603, p. 16659,
Part VIII, Sec. 801[j]; DPA, Sec. 9, National Defense, p. 14; & Sec. 702). “National Defense includes
emergency preparedness activities, disaster relief, and infrastructure… in the United States or
in any foreign nation.”
‘‘Homeland Security’’ (Title III) includes ‘‘military or infrastructure assistance to any
foreign nation;” ‘‘the movement of individuals and property by all modes of civil
transportation;” “technology, infrastructure, energy production in any foreign nation” and
‘‘other national defense programs and activities.’’ (DPA, Sec. 8, 702 amended, p. 13.)
“DPA contains its own authorization of appropriations — Funds appropriated for Title III are
automatically authorized.” Whatever is spent for Homeland Security programs becomes
public debt. (Sec. 304, [g], p. 13) There is established in the Treasury of the United States a
separate fund known as the Defense Production Act Fund. When any agreement entered into
imposes any contingent liability upon the United States, such liability shall be considered an
obligation against the Fund. (Sec. 304, DPAF a-f, p. 12.)
The Federal Reserve is fiscal agent for Homeland Security / Title III programs. Loans may
be made without regard to the limitations of existing law (Sec. 302, (2), p.8).
Title III (Homeland Security) authorizes unlimited funding, independent of Congressional
oversight. Authority extended under Title III does not sunset. These authorities enable Title
III to change the domestic industrial base. Title III provides procurement authority. “Title III
provides a set of broad economic authorities found nowhere else in law….under both
emergency and non-emergency conditions.”
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“Free Trade” Treaties Violate
the U.S. Constitution.

Internationalists within the State Department of the United States have signed trade
agreements that threaten America’s system of government. So-called ‘Free Trade’ is
actually managed trade by agencies of the United Nations. Today, world governing
bodies such as the United Nations World Trade Organization [WTO] and the U.N.
World Court regularly make decisions that over-rule and over-turn U.S. Supreme
Court decisions and Supreme Court decisions of the fifty states.
U.N. “TRADE” OFFICIALS ARE DICTATING THE RULE OF LAW.
The World Court of the United Nations does not have authority over the courts of our
sovereign nation. But today, elected officials are allowing U.N. tribunals to supersede
the authority of our national and state courts, with no private citizen participation.
Under the U.N.’s 1994 North American Free Trade Agreement [NAFTA], claims are
now taken to special tribunals under the auspices of the U.N. Commission for
International Trade and Law [UNCITRAL] or to the International Center for
Settlements of Disputes [OCSOD] at the United Nations World Bank.
The Constitution is the law of the land. Protection of unalienable rights
[enumerated in the Bill of Rights] is an integral part of U.S. law. International
trade agreements threaten the foundational principle of U.S. government.

CONSTITUTIONAL FACTS
The Constitution does not permit international trade treaties. The separation of
powers gives the U.S. Congress power to regulate commerce with foreign nations. The
House of Representative alone was given the power to regulate trade. The Founding
Fathers gave treaty-making power to the Senate and the President. The Treaty
Provision requires 2/3rds Senate approval [Article II, Section 2]. Constitutional
requirements for the separation of powers are being ignored.
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Trade agreements are being “fast-tracked” and negotiated under “Trade Promotion
Authority” [TPA]. The TPA permits the President the power to negotiate and word
legislation so U.S. law can “harmonize” with the agreement.
No trade agreement should be above the U.S. Constitution. However, lawmakers have
allowed trade agreements to have “treaty status” – legal force above the Constitution.
Globalists regard U.N. trade agreements to have the force of law to override U.S. law.
Whenever these international agreements contradict America’s charter and by-laws,
U.N. trade agreements now take precedence.
“Nothing can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to observe its
own laws, or worse, its disregard of the charter of its own existence.” [Justice
Tom Clark, U.S. Supreme Court, Mapp vs. Ohio, June 19, 1961.]

Free Trade Treaties have served to channel dollars to other
countries to build infrastructure on foreign soil.
The agreements favor multinationals that close U.S.
production and move factories off-shore. U.N. treaties
allow trans-nationals [tech-giants, General Electric] to
shelter trillions of dollars outside of our borders.
Remember Ross Perot’s warning? He said if NAFTA passed, the manufacturing jobs
going down the drain would make a “giant sucking sound.” He was right. After the
United Nations NAFTA agreement was signed, more than 50,000 manufacturing
businesses closed [with an average of 500 employees each]. Industrial production
declined for the first time since the 1930s. America lost 5.8 million industrial jobs (to
compensate, millions of government workers were added). The decade 2000-2010
was the first time that more people were employed by the U.S. government than
worked in manufacturing. (Three quarters of the jobs displaced by China were in
manufacturing.) In George Bush’s first term, high-tech manufacturing jobs
disappeared. We now run trade deficits in high-tech products, too.
“Free Trade” is managed trade by agencies of the United Nations. Free Trade
really means loss of independence, loss of sovereignty, and a weak America. If
you want the middle class in the United States to survive, vote against
Republicans and Democrats who vote for Free Trade treaties (the supranational
trade regulations are illegal - according to the Constitution).
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Collectivism - Friend of the Über Rich
Are group rights more important than individual rights? Should the force of the
state be used to manage economic activities?
Most young people would say “Yes.” Thanks to an education system controlled by
the über élite, the majority of students believe government should redistribute wealth
for ‘the greater good of the greater number.’ This philosophy is called Collectivism.

But isn’t Collectivism when the people own everything, and everyone is equal? No.
That is what is advertised. But wherever state-enforced Collectivism has been tried, it
has undermined the ownership of private property and lowered the living standard of
the whole society.
In the 20th century, Collectivism was almost a dirty word. Under various forms of
Collectivism, more than 100 million people were killed in China, the Soviet Union, and
Eastern Europe; 100s more millions were reduced to subsistence-living. While those
poor people were starving, Individualism had elevated average living standards in the
West to levels never before attained.
Individualism is the doctrine that the state exists to protect the rights of the
individual.* On the other hand, Collectivists believe individuals exist for the
state. “Collectivism” is an ‘umbrella term’ for all brands of socialism; it means
centralized state-control of the economy. And, as the government grows, the
power of the super-rich grows (and the 99% decline). Here’s how.
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Government-enforced Collectivism redistributes wealth. In a country as large as the
United States, this requires an enormous bureaucracy. In order to distribute benefits,
goods, and services among society, all segments of the economy must be managed and
regulated. In America, central planning started slowly, and grew. The scope of
centralized management (by the unelected) is expanding rapidly. Click through the
alphabet and see with your own eyes: U.S. Gov. Departments & Agencies. Click, and scroll
down to see the recently created: EXECUTIVE BRANCH CZARS.
QUESTION: How are all these massive programs funded?
ANSWER: Money is created out of air [debt is monetized by the Federal Reserve].

FINANCING COLLECTIVISM
Tax revenues cover only a fraction of United States government expenditures; most of
the nation’s bills are paid with freshly created money [credit]. When government
spends the new money, it has full purchasing power. But by the time it trickles down
to you and everyone else, the currency buys less. The state takes away value from each
dollar you own.
Money-printing is an indirect tax to
finance more and bigger government.
THE ECONOMICALLY VULNERABLE ARE HIT THE HARDEST.
Retirees and the poor are always the first casualties of a government financed by the
printing-press. Money created out of thin air waters down the value of cash, savings,
and benefits. Every year, people living on the margin need more assistance from
government programs because their money buys less of the essentials – food, medical
care, fuel, and housing. The hidden tax causes the poorest in society to lose their
autonomy and become increasingly dependent.
COLLECTIVISM KILLS SMALL BUSINESSES.
Small businesses are devastated by the devaluation of the currency. (Costs for goods
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and services keep rising in relation to the eroding value of money.) The loss of
purchasing power affects their bottom lines. Profit margins of ‘Mom and Pop’
enterprises shrink further because of increased central planning. Each new
government regulation adds to their cost of doing business.

CENTRAL PLANNING ELIMINATES COMPETITION.
One after another: small, then medium, then large companies go out of business when
the state picks the financial winners (by awarding government contracts to big
companies). Small enterprises cannot compete with the overwhelming advantages
enjoyed by politically well-connected corporations that are in-league with the state.
STATISM PRODUCES MONOPOLIES.**
Career politicians and bureaucrats establish power bases by doling out gifts to large
corporations: special tax breaks, legal permits, government grants, and lucrative
contracts. This leads to corporate-state monopolies. The consolidation of power
evolves into a gradual transfer of management and production to multi-nationals.
Under this system, the economy is eventually controlled by a small group of
government-insiders.

WHY DO SO MANY ULTRA-RICH ‘CAPITALISTS’ PROMOTE COLLECTIVISM?
Because internationalists are not free-market capitalists. Big government is their
friend. Collectivism provides the means for many of the über rich to develop transnational monopolies. Globalists are monopolists. The little man above is from the
board-game “Monopoly;” he is a caricature of banker J. P. Morgan.
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Financial oligarchs consolidate power by forming alliances with governments. Behind
the scenes, they wed their corporations to all levels of government in public–private
partnerships. The more centrally managed the economy is, the easier it is for the
oligarchs to eliminate competition.
‘Cartels’ eliminate competition by joining
forces with the long arm of the law.***

“Communism represents a means of developing what we call a monopoly, that
is, an organization of, say, a large-scale industry into an administerable unit…
They [the élite] will be the beneficiaries of it.” [Norman Dodd (Yale), 1953 Director
of Congressional Research: 1982 G. Edward Griffin interview regarding U.S. Congress
Special Reece Committee to Investigate Tax-Exempt Foundations.]

ANY ‘ISM’ but ‘INDIVIDUALISM’
All brands of Collectivism serve the agenda of the über elite: Islamism,
NAZIism, Communism, Welfarism, Corporatism, Bolshevism, State
Capitalism, National Socialism, Fascism. It’s “all good” for monopolists.

Collectivism in any form empowers the super-rich and destroys the middle class.
Through America’s system of education [UNESCO Common Core Curriculum], the
oligarchs are erasing the principles of Individualism from public memory.
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END NOTES
The über rich use their tax-free foundations to promote global Collectivism through
agencies of the United Nations and through NGOs [Non Governmental
Organizations]. Members of this tiny élite are rarely high-profile billionaires (such as
Bill Gates and Warren Buffet). They are so powerful their names hardly ever appear on
lists of the wealthiest people.
Definitions below are from Webster’s New Twentieth Century Dictionary, unabridged,
George W. Ogilvie, USA, 1904:

* INDIVIDUALISM: “The doctrine that individual freedom in economic enterprise
should not be restricted by governmental or social regulation; laissez-faire. The
doctrine that the state exists for the individual (to protect the rights of the individual)
and not the individual for the state.”
** STATISM: ‘‘The doctrine or practice of vesting economic control, economic
planning, etc. in a centralized state government….’’
*** CARTEL: “An association between financial interests for establishing a national or
international monopoly by the fixing of prices, a trust.”
A direct “Democracy” is based on majority-rule. Under this form of government,
individual rights are subordinate to the rights of the community. “Group” rights are
paramount; and private property is redistributed for ‘the greater good.’ The
government of the American “Republic” was laid on the principle of unalienable rights
(individual rights such as private property).
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Building a Global
Political Structure
The dream of a one-world government is as old as
Genesis. There have always been ideologues and
megalomaniacs who have plotted to build a global
political state. All schemes for economic or political
dominance have been planned behind closed doors.
In 1910, representatives of the world’s largest financial interests held a secret
meeting to create a global credit monopoly. With the passage of the 1913 Federal
Reserve Act, the cartel formed a legal partnership with the U.S. government. Ten years
later, Federal Reserve shareholders (such as Baron Louis Rothschild and Max
Warburg) united with an élite group of intellectuals to develop a concrete plan for
building a federated Europe. Leaders of the “Pan-Europa” movement laid the
foundation for a United States of Europe.
The symbol of Pan Europa is the sun cross
[sonnenkreuz on right]. The organization was
founded in Vienna by Count Richard von
Coudenhove-Kalergi. Over many decades,
European nations gradually relinquished
sovereign independence. Today, CoudenhoveKalergi is called the Father of Multiculturalism
and Founding Father of the European Union.
A century ago, globalists such the
Warburgs, the Rothschilds, the
Fords, the Rockefellers, the Dulles
brothers, the Carnegies, Nicholas
Butler, and Coudenhove-Kalergi
envisioned ten kingdoms within
ten world regions. Today, their
neo-feudalistic dream is the
“Millennium Development Goal”
of the United Nations.
Ten World Regions, 2005 United
Nations Report: News.BBC.Co.UK.
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Paul Moritz Warburg was the architect and Father of the
Federal Reserve System. Before becoming a U.S. citizen, he
was the first President of the Federal Advisory Council of the
Federal Reserve and set policy for the Board. Warburg was a
member of the Pilgrims Society and founding Director of the
Council on Foreign Relations [1921].
Paul Warburg was Senior Partner at Kuhn Loeb & Co [became Shearson Lehman
American Express] and Chairman of the Manhattan Co [became JPMorgan Chase].
Along with brothers Max M. Warburg and Sir Siegmund Warburg, Paul Warburg was
a Partner at MM Warburg & Co [part of German Empire’s Imperial Investment
Consortium, Reich Investment Consortium]. Max Warburg was Director of Deutsche
Reichsbank (private central bank of Prussia). During WWII, M.M. Warburg & Co
became a limited partnership and the Warburgs were silent partners.

Max Warburg

Erich M. Warburg (son of Max Warburg) began his career training as an apprentice in
family banks in Frankfurt, Berlin, and the City of London at NM Rothschild & Sons
and at Brandeis, Goldschmidt & Co (uncle). In New York, he worked at the
International Acceptance Bank [established by Paul Warburg]. Erich Warburg was a
Partner at M.M. Warburg & Co [Hamburg], Warburg & Co [Amsterdam], and
founded the banking house of EM Warburg & Co [1937]. EM Warburg & Co is now
Warburg Pincus [UBS owns the Asset Management Division; the current President of
Warburg Pincus is former U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner].
The Union Bank of Switzerland [UBS] and Swiss Bank Corp [SBC] were the
predecessors of UBS Warburg; UBS merged with SBC; Crédit Suisse was
integrated into SBC Warburg Division [renamed SBC Warburg Dillon Read];
in 1995, SG Warburg & Co. merged with Swiss Bank Corp.
Until 1937, Max M.Warburg was a Director of IG FARBEN [Die I.G. Farbenindustrie].
It is estimated 2,000 corporations composed the manufacturing cartel after 1925.
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After Adolf Hitler came to power in 1933, the IG FARBEN cartel was largely
instrumental in building the NAZI war machine. Cartel agreements existed among
Dow Chemical, General Electric [J.P. Morgan], Dupont, Alcoa, IBM, Ford Motor Co,
Standard Oil of New Jersey [Rockefeller], American IG Chemical Corp, German Ford
Motor Co AG, German Standard IG, German General Electric AEG.
CARTEL: “An association between financial interests for establishing a national or
international monopoly by the fixing of prices, a trust.” [Webster’s New Twentieth
Century Dictionary, George W. Ogilvie, USA, 1904.]

Paul Warburg (and two other Directors of the Federal Reserve) sat on the Board of
American IG Chemical Corp (wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary of IG FARBEN). IG
FARBEN did not want to appear as the owner of its U.S. subsidiary. So the corporation
used a Swiss intermediary [IG Chemie] and Dutch intermediaries as the corporate
parents (the “owners”) of IG FARBEN interests in the United States.
Original American IG Chemical Corp Directors:
Carl Bosch [German Ford Motor Co]; Hermann
Schmitz [IG Farben Supervisory, Finance Chief;
Director, Bank for International Settlements;
Director, Deutsche Bank]; Henry & Edsel Ford
[Ford Motor Co]; H.A. Metz [Director, Bank of
Manhattan- Warburg]; C.E. Mitchell [Chairman,
National City Bank NY - Rockefeller]; Federal
Reserve Directors: Paul Warburg, Charles E.
Mitchel, and Walter Teagle [Standard Oil].
[Names of cartel members and original Directors of the U.S. subsidiary of IG Farben are
from Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler by Dr. Prof. Antony Sutton (Research Fellow at
Stanford University’s Hoover Institution), pp. 46 & 47, ’76 Press, Seal Beach, CA.]

IBM: “I G Werk Auschwitz”
American International Business Machines [IBM] computerized “human resources”
for IG Farben factories. In the 1940s, the prisoner identification system designed by
IBM made the NAZI war machine more efficient. Berlin was able to centrally profile
and track prisoners, and manage 100s of concentration camps (and sub-camps) using
IBM’s “Hollerith numbers.” IBM’s system of punch-cards with five-digit Hollerith
numbers identified prisoners and indicated their skill-sets for slave-labor in factories.
Germany leased IBM’s punch-card machines; IBM’s Warsaw facility provided
technical support and machine maintenance. A “Hollerith Büro” was located within IG
Farben’s massive “Auschwitz III” factory complex “Monowitz.” [Edwin Black, IBM and
the Holocaust, Feb. 2001, Article 663, The Cutting Edge News.]
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IG FARBEN, Frankfurt am Main:
Although whole sections of Frankfurt
were destroyed by bombs during
World War II, the giant office complex
of IG Farben was not touched.

IG Farben-Dupont logo

Leading up to WWII, Dow Chemical and others developed nerve gas agents as military
weapons [sarin, soman, tabun]. Following the war, several members of the boards of
IG Farben and American IG Chemical Corp were convicted of war crimes at the
Nuremberg Trials [1947 military tribunal]. Among other crimes, they were charged with
the crime of using concentration camp labor to produce the very Zyklon B gas
[cyanide] that was used to kill the prisoners in the camps.
American IG Chemical Corp was re-named General Aniline & Film Corp
[1939, GAF]. In 1942, the United States seized the assets of General Aniline & Film
Corp under the Trading With the Enemy Act (the assets were actually owned by IG
Farben). After the Justice Department ‘broke up’ the U.S. subsidiary of IG Farben,
Allen Dulles* [Rockefeller Foundation] personally represented IG Farben.
The name of the Swiss holding company for
IG Farben and General Aniline & Film Corp
IG Chemie was changed to Inter-handel.
There were protracted negotiations between
the U.S. Department of Justice and the Swiss
representatives of Inter–handel about the
disbursement of the company’s seized assets.
Three Swiss Banks represented Inter-handel:
Crédit Suisse, Union Bank of Switzerland
[UBS Warburg], Swiss Bank Corp [SBC].
When the Justice Department finally settled with Inter-handel [1963], the real
benefactor was IG Farben (the real owner of the GAF shares). After the shares were
liquidated in the largest competitive auction in Wall Street history [March 9, 1965],
UBS Warburg acquired cash-rich Inter-handel.
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Before banking deals were settled, the cartel
re-merged. Names were changed, but the
players did not change. In the 1960s, the remerged conglomerate began large-scale
production of poisonous substances, gases
[sarin, soman, tabun], herbicides, riot
control agents [tear gas, pepper spray], DDT,
PCBs [1½ billion lbs], and “V-Series”
chemical weapons: Agent Blue, Agent Purple,
Agent White, and Agent Orange [the most toxic
molecule ever synthesized/ babies are born
with no limbs, multiple heads].

Today, the corporations are partners with a host of U.S. government agencies and the
U.S. military. BASF SE: gas, plastics, oil, chemicals, agriculture [BASF-Syngenta].
Höchst AG is a pharmaceuticals conglomerate [Höchst/ Sanofi Group, Marion Merrell
DOW, Hoechst Celanese, Roussel Uclaf, Celanese Americas Corp, Sanofi Aventis,
Rhone Poulenc SA, etc.]. BAYER AG has 350 companies or more [Bayer CropScience,
Aventis CropScience, Bayer-Monsanto, etc.].

END NOTES
* Before WWII, John Foster Dulles was an IG Farben Director. After the war, his
brother Allen Dulles personally represented IG Farben and Union Banking Corp to
regain NAZI assets the U.S. had seized during the war. The Dulles brothers worked
with Erich Warburg at the law firm Sullivan & Cromwell on U.S.-German business
[Warburg-Rothschild-Kuhn-Loeb interests].

John Foster Dulles was the Rockefeller family attorney and became the U.S. Secretary
of State. [His grandfather John W. Foster and his Uncle Robert Lang were also U.S.
Secretaries of State.] Allen Dulles created the CIA and was a Director of Schroder
Rockefeller Co, J Henry Schroder Banking Corp, Schroder Trust.
Baron Kurt von Schröder [J Henry
Schroder Banking, Schroder Rockefeller
Co, etc.] was a NAZI banker. After being
convicted at his Nuremberg trial,
Schröder served a prison term for warcrimes. Before WWII, he was a Director of
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp, and the Bank for International
Settlements [BIS, Basel, Switzerland].
Baron von Schröder was half-owner and
Director of the Hamburg-Amerika Line.
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BROWN BROTHERS HARRIMAN
George Herbert (Bert) Walker (grandfather of
former CIA Director George Herbert Walker Bush)

was President of WA Harriman & Co during the
1920s [Directors included W. Averill Harriman,
Percy Rockefeller, E. Roland (Bunny) Harriman]. In
1926, Prescott Sheldon Bush (father of George H.
W. Bush) became Senior Partner at the firm
(Prescott Bush was Walker’s son-in-law).
WA Harriman & Co became Brown Bros Harriman when the company merged
with Brown Brothers & Co. [The old London branches of firm are Brown Shipley &
Co and Alex Brown & Son.] From 1920 to 1940, Harriman owned 50% of the HamburgAmerika Line [Harrimans, Walker, Rockefeller, Bush]. Brown Bros Harriman went
into partnership with industrialists in Germany [Thyssen-Flick German Steel Trust].
Together they established Union Banking Corp [Director and main share-holder, E. R.
Harriman; Prescott Bush, Senior Partner].
The Dulles brothers were Senator Prescott Bush’s Wall Street attorneys. In the middle
of World War II, the bank’s capital stock was seized by the Alien Property Custodian
[APC] under the “Trading with the Enemy Act.” After Fritz Thyssen died, the U.S.
Department of Justice [Office of Alien Property] inexplicably released all Union
Banking Corporation assets to Brown Brothers Harriman.

On left, Allen Dulles, Office of Strategic Services (CIA forerunner).
On right, Adolf Hitler with future Senator Prescott Bush.

In 1976, the U.S. House of Representatives investigated the ownership of the Federal
Reserve and published “A Study of Corporate and Banking Influence.”
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Public-Private Partnerships:
Unholy Unions.
It seems a small group of monopolists pull the strings to
the world economy. The puppet-masters share an Old
World ideology called Collectivism. Around the globe,
they avoid competition by forging partnerships with
governments. The enforcement authority of the state
provides them with a business advantage.
The wedding of corporate entities to the power of government is called Corporatism
[“The Third Way”]. By this unholy union, the state picks the financial winners. Publicprivate partnerships are a form of government coercion. The government tramples
private property rights by forcing the transfer of tax money into the coffers of favored
enterprises (or it gives them special exemptions from taxes). Through the growth of
Corporatism, wealth and power are consolidated, the middle class declines, and
puppet-masters prosper.
Public-private partnerships enable the financial élite to gain monopolistic control of
markets. In America, trans-national corporations have formed partnerships with
intelligence agencies, the U.S. Treasury, Departments of Defense, Education,
Agriculture, Homeland Security, and many other federal agencies. Monopolies created
by public-private partnerships gradually evolve. By the steady transfer of economic
power to multinationals, unelected insiders gradually become the state.
I was a teenager when I first started reading what collectivists believe in the
Council on Foreign Relation’s publication called “Foreign Affairs.”
In those days, the Council on Foreign Relations
[CFR] ‘flew well below the radar.’ Until about twenty
years ago, the CFR was almost invisible. Contributors
to “Foreign Affairs” quietly discussed their foreign
policy goals. Over the decades, they outlined the steps
to “Inter-dependence-Sovereignty” under United
Nations governance:
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 Creation of ten supra-national kingdoms [European Union, Asia Pacific Union,
African Union, North American Union, Union of South American Nations,
Union of Arab States, Eurasian Union, Union of South African States, etc.]
 Energy rationing [smart meters, smart grids, smart cars, smart homes]
 U.S. disarmament: U.S. military power transferred to U.N. [disarmament of
private citizens via U.N. trade treaties]
 International military forces [NATO, U.N.]
 World Court [International Court of Justice at The Hague]
 U.N. central banking system [IMF, World Bank]
 World taxation [carbon tax to redistribute wealth of industrialized countries]
 Single digital currency via blockchain™ technology [new monetary unit 2018]
 UNESCO Common Core Curriculum [training for uniform human capital]
National independence, national borders, and nationhood have no place in this
feudalistic scheme. Select CFR members seek the destruction of U.S. sovereignty
through international law. Before David Rockefeller died, he became outspoken:
“Some even believe we are part of a secret cabal working against the best
interests of the United States… conspiring with others around the world to build
a more integrated global political structure – one world, if you will. If that’s the
charge, I stand guilty, and I am proud of it.”
“… this present window of opportunity during which… interdependent world
order might be built will not be… open for too long. Already there are powerful
forces at work that threaten to destroy all of our hopes and efforts to erect an
enduring structure….” [David Rockefeller, Memoirs, p. 406, Random House, New
York, 2002; David Rockefeller, Annual Ambassador’s Dinner, United Nations Business
Council, New York, September 14, 1994.]

An epic battle is raging in the United States
between opposing ideologies. America’s
Founding Fathers understood Collectivism.
They designed the U.S. Constitution to protect
individual rights – by limiting the power of
government. A cabal of closely-knit conspirators
believes United Nations government should
have omnipotent power. The roots of their
scheme can be seen in this image of the ancient
Tower of Babel. The left half of the image is from
a very old painting; the right half of the image is
of their new “Tower Building” at the European
Union [EU] Parliament in Strasbourg, France.
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GMOs and De-Population
For nearly 100 years, an elite group of social engineers have funded “Eugenics”
research. Their ultimate goal is a drastic reduction in the population of the world.
These misanthropes operate in the shadows through tax-exempt foundations, U.N.
agencies, NGOs [Non-Governmental Organizations], and the CFR [Council on Foreign
Relations]. CFR Director Henry Kissinger worked many years for the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund. As President Nixon’s Advisor, Kissinger released a report outlining a strategy to
defeat the “problem” of the growing world population.

The December 10, 1974 confidential report was declassified in 1990. Henry Kissinger
wrote: “No country has reduced its population growth without resorting to
abortion.” His long-term plan to control birthrates was to reduce the fertility of global
populations via the United Nations. The following is a summary of recommendations
Kissinger made in the 1974 “National Security Memorandum 200:”
 United Nations agencies to develop planning systems most conducive to
reducing fertility;
 U.N. agencies to provide birth control, pharmaceuticals, and abortion to all
fertile couples at the earliest possible time;
 U.S. Government to develop low-cost and efficient fertility control methods;
 U.S. Government to fund human reproduction research.
Kissinger’s report identifies “overpopulated” countries. He suggested reducing aid to
those nations that did not implement U.N. strategies to reduce birthrates; and
explored the use of food as a means to control human reproductive capacity.
[“CONFIDENTIAL: The 198-page attached report is not published,” Henry Kissinger,
December 10, 1974, NSSM200, National Archives, Nixon Presidential Materials, NSC
Institutional Files, Box H-204; National Security Study Memorandum 200: “Implications of
Worldwide Population Growth for United States Security and Overseas Interests.”]
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CGIAR RESEARCH CENTERS
The Rockefeller Foundation, Ford Foundation, and World Bank [U.N.] established
top-secret centers for genetic research. Today, genetic modification research
(genetically engineered food, genetically modified organisms), cloning research, and
research on reproduction and fertility are conducted in at least fifteen world centers.*
Genetic engineers use biotechnology to modify the DNA of mammals, fish, microorganisms, insects, plants, and birds. They produce new combinations of genetic
material by forcing the genes from one species into the DNA of another species.

GMOs Genetically Modified Organisms • GE FOOD Genetically Engineered Food

Genetically engineered seeds are patented. A giant manufacturing network owns
patents on the new genetic combinations produced at research centers. BAYER AG
collaborates with 200 corporations [North American Corporate Sustainability Community
Council, World Business Council for Sustainable Development]. BAYER AG: (BayerMonsanto owns Aventis Crop Science and Bayer Crop Science): BASF – SYNGENTA
[Syngenta Crop Protection], Cargill, DOW Agro Sciences, AgroAmerica.
The largest seed manufacturer in North America is the “LGT GROUP” [Dresdner
Bank Ltd, Switzerland; LGT Bank Österreich; LGT Bank Deutschland & Co; LGT Ltd.,
Middle East]. LGT Venture Philanthropy and Bayer AG are “UNEP PARTNERS”

[United Nations Environment Programme].
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Genetically modified organisms are the
source of genetically modified food. When
animals eat crops produced from genetically
modified seeds, the DNA of the animals is
changed. When humans eat GMO products
or the animals that ate GMO crops, their
human DNA is changed, too. It is estimated
that more than 80% of the U.S. food supply
is contaminated with GMOs.
Is there a direct connection between infertility and GMOs? YES. GMOs are a direct
cause of infertility. Every independent study conducted on the impact of genetically
modified food shows that GMOs directly cause infertility.** The fertility rate in the
U.S. has dropped significantly since Americans began consuming genetically modified
crops. One in six married couples who want a child cannot conceive a child.

The U.S. government has formed
partnerships with corporations to
advance “sustainable agriculture”
(worldwide use of GMO seeds).
The Rockefeller Brothers Fund promotes Genetically Engineered products to
developing countries through their organization called ISAAA. ISAAA transfers GMO
products and biotechnology by facilitating partnerships between PARTNERS and
DONORS: BAYER-MONSANTO is a Partner organization with Donor organizations
such as the U.S.D.A. [U.S. Department of Agriculture], the U.S. Grains Council, and
USAID [United States Agency for International Development].
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GLYPHOSATE
The patented seeds are genetically modified to resist herbicides that contain
glyphosate. Glyphosate is toxic to vegetation. The chemical kills micro-organisms by
inhibiting the pathway of the enzymes [proteins] necessary for organisms to grow
[plant and animal]. GMO seeds can grow in the presence of the poison.
Bayer-Monsanto seeds are genetically modified to resist Bayer-Monsanto herbicides.
Seeds modified with the “LibertyLink” trait are combined with Bayer’s “Liberty”
herbicide. Seeds modified with the “Roundup Ready” trait are glyphosate-saturated
with Monsanto’s “Roundup.” Glyphosate inhibits the enzymes in weeds surrounding
GMO plants. When an area is sprayed, nothing can live but the genetically modified,
glyphosate-resistant products. Glyphosate creates a green desert by killing every other
organism in the nutrient-starved soil.

Herbicides containing glyphosate cannot be washed off (the chemical is inside the
plants). According to research, residues of glyphosate are found in about 80% of our
food supply. About 700 products sold in the U.S. contain glyphosate [some Frito-Lay
products, some vaccines, pesticides, herbicides, cotton feminine products, etc.].
Glyphosate disrupts normal body functions and manifests slowly over time. The
poison disrupts DNA transcription, damages cellular systems, induces hormonal
imbalance, and induces chromosomal damage during pregnancy. Glyphosate is
linked to infertility, autism, Parkinson’s, cancers, auto-immune disease, etc.
What does “sustainability” mean to ONE-WORLDers? According to all independent
studies, GMOs can cause holes in the gastrointestinal tract, immune system failure,
damage to organs, breast/ prostate cancer, sterility/ infertility.

Are GMOs and glyphosate in the world’s
food supply a plan to de-populate the earth?
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END NOTES
* Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research; CGIAR Research
Consortium of International Agricultural Research Centers; the International
Service for National Agricultural Research – ISNAR is located in The Hague.
** Seeds of Death: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6OxbpLwEjQ (Dupont-Monsanto
commercialized the “epicyte gene.” If eaten in any product, the gene causes infertility.)
IG FARBEN became the largest manufacturing cartel in the 1920s. After WWII, the
name “IG Farben” was dropped, but the cartel remained in-tact and the manufacturers
reappeared [e.g.: Bayer/Monsanto was FARBENfabriken/MobayChemical].
FOOD CONTROL = POPULATION CONTROL.
Mao Zedong used food as a weapon against
millions of Chinese. In Mao’s Great Famine by
Frank Dikötter, the professor makes the crucial
distinction between people starving to death
and people being starved to death. Scores of
millions did not die because of crop failures and
food shortages. They were deliberately starved
to death. According to the renowned scholar,
the same regime is very much in power today:
MAO’S GREAT “FAMINE:” Part 1 of 2
Below: Henry Kissinger with Mao Zedong; David Rockefeller with Zhou Enlai.
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The CIA’s Old Play-Book
We are all familiar with the names of history’s most cruel or
most powerful dictators. But since the rise of empires, there
have been clandestine groups who have promoted their
interests in the shadows. In every generation, each small
cadré has been united by the same cherished dream.
In the United States, 108 members of an esoteric cabal formed the Council on Foreign
Relations [1921] to direct United States foreign policy in the direction of global
governance. A century ago, they planned “Pan Europa” (the united states of
Europe). Today, the federation of Europe is known as the European Union. The
“League of Nations” [1920] was their first attempt to establish one-world government.
Today, the global political structure is known as the United Nations.
Allen and John Foster Dulles were both members of the Council on Foreign Relations.
The brothers promoted planetary union and an end to national borders. In 1942, John
Foster Dulles (Rockefeller family attorney) made the following recommendations for a
New World Order [Federal Council of Churches National Study Conference, Wesleyan
University, Ohio, 1942]:

• World government with delegated powers
• Immediate reduction of national sovereignty
• International control of all armies and navies
• One international bank
• Universal monetary system
• Worldwide freedom of integration
• Even distribution of world’s natural wealth
Their global political structure began to take shape with the establishment of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund [U.N. corporate banking]. The
“U.N. Monetary and Financial Conference” at Bretton Woods [1944] marked the
beginning of global “inter-dependence” and economic “integration;” Treasury
Secretary Henry Morgenthau, Jr. said the establishment of the U.N. banking system
marked the beginning of the end of “economic nationalism” in the United States.
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In 1953, John Foster Dulles became U.S. Secretary of State. His brother Allen Dulles
became the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency [CIA]. In 1967, the intelligence
agency completed a blueprint for total global management. In the CIA analysis, it was
concluded that war is absolutely necessary for full-spectrum dominance. In order to
control the populations of the world, Dulles and his cohorts discussed the possibility of
using un-conventional warfare. The CIA report is now de-classified [C.I.A. Document
Number (FOIA) /ESDN (CREST): CIA RDP88-01350R000200370012-1].

According to their “Report from Iron Mountain,” it would be possible to achieve and
maintain international order by the invention of mega-threats to the planet.

“THE REPORT FROM IRON MOUNTAIN”
Through geo-engineering, conventional warfare
among nations would be replaced with SILENT war.

A SILENT WAR is now being waged. Weaponry is nano-technology,
weather modification, biological and electro-magnetic warfare.

The evidence of this SILENT WAR is in plain sight. Look up in the sky. Instead of clear
blue, you will see dingy-white cloud-cover or traces of a grayish haze. Why?
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• Military ops
• Biological ops
• Electro-magnetic ops
• Sophisticated surveillance
• Modification/control of weather
• Geophysical/planetary change & control
Metallic nano-particles suspended in air columns produce electromagnetic weapons
(high-intensity microwaves, human frequencies). The aerosol operations conducted 24/7
via tanker-jets are from HAARP [“High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program”].
This new ‘Manhattan Project’ is causing cancers, neurological disorders, and
respiratory diseases – and is wreaking havoc on the environment and weather.

Today, we are told the climate crisis requires collective action – that national
independence is no longer viable. The United Nations alone can save the world from
an apocalyptic future. According to Vice President Al Gore, the survival of planet earth
depends on a wrenching transformation of society.” [Al Gore, Earth in the Balance, p.
274, Houghton Mifflin, 1992]. The U.N. action-plan for Century 21 is U.N. AGENDA 21.
RE-BRANDING WORLD GOVERNMENT
In 1991, President George H. W. Bush told Congress: “What is at stake…is a big idea:
a New World Order….”* This term is now passé. “New World Order” has been rebranded as “Sustainable Global Governance.” In order for life on planet earth to be
sustainable, Americans must learn to live in a society regulated by the United Nations
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The UNESCO Common Core Curriculum is training an entire generation in “global
citizenship.” The three ‘Es’ of global citizenship are Economy, Ecology, and Equity:






The West is endangering the carrying capacity of the planet.
The earth cannot tolerate current industrial activity.
The world is inter-dependent; and resources are scarce.
Wealth must be redistributed and shared equally.
The West must be synthesized with the East.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Sustainability will require a profound re-orientation of the middle class. What is Unsustainable? Western lifestyles: unrestricted private property, suburban housing, high
meat consumption, appliances, air conditioning, irrigation, and the use of ‘fossil’ fuels.
If U.N. Agenda 21 is not stopped, every industry and all aspects of life will be affected
by “sustainable development” (economic regulation and population control). Already,
U.N. mandates are being imposed at all levels of government [including your town
council]. National comprehensive planning and growth management [smart growth] is
being coordinated by ‘experts’ to prevent ‘misuse’ of resources [land cannot be
controlled by individuals; ‘open spaces’ and farms must be owned collectively].
In 2010, the United States State Department
published the “National Security Strategy.”
QUESTION: What is the State Department’s
objective for National Defense?
ANSWER: “Promoting a Just and Sustainable
International Order.” The State Department goal
is global governance by the United Nations.
According to the official State Department report,
the development of “cyber security” is paramount
to the U.S. “National Security Strategy:” Many
pages were devoted to the “development of norms
for acceptable conduct in cyberspace.”
In the future, “STAKEHOLDERS” will decide which speech is legal; and you are
not a stakeholder [names of “Stakeholders” in the End Notes].
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PRIVATIZING CYBER-SPACE: The U.S. State Department’s “multi-stakeholder
model of internet governance” is a plan to privatize cyber-space. Internet governance
by corporate stakeholders is called “Inter-Dependence Sovereignty.”
“Inter-dependence Sovereignty: The ability of public authorities to regulate the
flow of information, ideas, goods, people, capital, etc. into and out of borders.”
[“Toward a Single Global Digital Economy,” First Report of the Aspen Institute IDEA
Project, 2012.]

A SINGLE GLOBAL DIGITAL ECONOMY
Stakeholders want to control the world’s natural wealth: land, seas, drinking water,
and food supply. They are writing cyber laws for the regulation and control of
everything — digital money, information, trade, ideas, products, and people: “This
way, the Internet would ensure a strong impetus to efforts to advance the United
Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.” [The First Report of the Aspen
Institute IDEA Project, 2012, “Toward a Single Global Digital Economy.”]

Government under U.N. “Civil Law” (rather than U.S./ British “Common Law”) would
mean the loss of individual rights, the end of national sovereignty, and absolute
United Nations power:
 U.N. control of all weaponry [national disarmament, control of “Weapons
of Mass Destruction”]
 U.N. control of internet [cyber security]
 U.N. digital currency [cash to be abolished]
 Biometric ID system-IBM [healthcare, education]
 U.N. management of global economy [no ‘state’ would be allowed to
control its own economy]

END NOTES
* “What is at stake… is a big idea: a New World Order… a shining purpose, the
illumination of a Thousand Points of Light.” [Former C.I.A. Director President George H.
W. Bush, State of the Union Address, Jan. 29, 1991.]
NEW WORLD ORDER = “NOVUS ORDO SECLORUM”
SECLORUM [LL sæcularis] “Pertaining to the world”
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Taxpayers are funding the lion’s share of the costs to build the global political
structure through Non-Governmental Organizations [NGOs] such as the “National
Endowment for Democracy” [funded by Congress] and the “Institute of International
Education” [I.I.E.].
Stated objectives of the Institute of International Education:
“To prepare a new generation for global citizenship”
“To achieve the UN’s Millennium Development Goals”
The Institute of International Education [is a public- private partnership. The
following “STAKEHOLDERS” are key I.I.E. Partners and Sponsors: Carnegie
Foundation, GE Foundation, Verizon, US Dept of the Treasury, Chevron Corp, US
Dept of Education, Mattel Foundation, the Ford Foundation, US Department of
Defense, Goldman Sachs Program, US Department of State [“Project Atlas Builds a
global community of data”], Lockheed Martin Foundation, World Bank, Xerox, US
Dept of State BECA, JPMorgan Chase, the U.N. Foundation, Microsoft, US National
Security Program, Wells Fargo, NEA Development Corp, Alcoa Foundation,
UNESCO Fund for the New American Century, Cisco, the Open Society Institute,
Cargill Global Scholars, Andrew Mellon Fund, Booz Allen Hamilton (Carlisle Group),
the Rockefeller Foundation, USAID [U.S. Agency for International Development],
and the Director of U.S. National Intelligence.

The Institute of International Education was founded in 1919 by Nicholas M. Butler
[Pilgrims Society, CFR Director, President of Carnegie Endowment]; Stephen Duggan
[CFR Director]; and Elihu Root [honorary CFR President]. Zbigniew Brzezinski [CFR]
is an honorary Trustee; Henry Kissinger [CFR, Pilgrims Society] is on the Executive
Committee. Allan Goodman [CFR] is the CEO and President of I.I.E. (and consultant
to the U.S. Information Agency, IBM, the Ford Foundation, and to the President for
the CIA Director).
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